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DEFENDANTS' REPLY BRIEF

Introduction

The responsive brief continues Plaintiff's strategy of attempting to evade key 

claim limitations by either contradicting the plain and ordinary meanings of claim 

terms or just talking around them.  Plaintiff all but acknowledges that the accused 

systems do not "combine" content and feedback data for filtering under the plain 

and ordinary meaning of "combine." Rather, Plaintiff asserts only that the accused

systems use content data to look up feedback data, not that they merge the two 

types of data.  Similarly, instead of identifying any evidence that the systems filter 

the alleged "combined information," Plaintiff argues that the systems filter 

something else "based on" that information.  

Lacking a plausible argument under the actual claim language, Plaintiff 

contends that Defendants are belatedly raising unpreserved claim construction 

arguments.  Not so.  The district court gave the "combined" limitations their plain 

and ordinary meanings, not specialized meanings.  Plaintiff may not create a 

factual dispute by contradicting the terms' plain and ordinary meanings.  See, e.g., 

Dynacore Holdings, Inc. v. U.S. Phillips Corp., 363 F.3d 1263, 1278 (Fed. Cir. 

2004).  Otherwise, construing a claim to take its plain and ordinary meaning would 

be no construction at all, and would enable experts to freely negate claim terms by 

redefining them not to have their plain and ordinary meanings.  
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Plaintiff's brief is also bereft of any evidence as to the "demand search"

limitation, which the district court construed to entail a "search engine query 

performed upon a user request." This is because Plaintiff presented no evidence at 

trial that Google's accused advertising systems, as opposed to Google's 

indisputably non-accused and separate search engine, "perform" a "search engine 

query."  Rather, Plaintiff told the jury that Google's "search engine" technology 

was irrelevant to infringement.  (A1960:21-22; A1969:7-12; A1970:2-5.) 

The improper nature of Plaintiff's infringement contentions, and absence of 

evidence on key points, is further illustrated by its inability to keep its story 

straight on the other important issues on appeal.  In defending against anticipation, 

Plaintiff argues that a prior art reference's use of content data to look up feedback 

data did not "combine" the two, or "filter" based on them, directly contrary to its 

infringement position.  On obviousness, Plaintiff relies in part on its 

unsubstantiated allegations of copying at trial, shortly after assuring this Court that 

a new trial is unwarranted because Plaintiff had not argued copying to the jury.  

Plaintiff also contends that it presented evidence of damages during the relevant 

time period, but then points only to a demonstrative exhibit that is by definition not 

evidence.  And while Plaintiff now argues that its damages expert did not reduce 

his opined royalty rate to account for a royalty base that included revenue driven 

by numerous Google contributions apart from the Asserted Patents, its expert 
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testified, and Plaintiff told the jury, just the opposite.  For those and the other 

reasons discussed below, the district court proceedings in this case were deeply 

flawed.  Defendants are entitled to judgment as a matter of law or, in the 

alternative, a new trial on all issues.

Argument

I. PLAINTIFF DOES NOT REBUT THAT IT FAILED TO PRESENT 
SUBSTANTIAL EVIDENCE OF INFRINGEMENT

A. The Accused Systems Do Not "Combine" Content and Feedback
Data, As Required By All Asserted Claims

As explained in Defendants' Opening Brief, what Plaintiff asserts meets the 

requisite combination of content and feedback data in the claims is the use of a 

content-based attribute to look up a feedback-based odds multiplier.  (Opening Br.

11-12; 23-25.) Plaintiff's Opposition raises no factual dispute regarding the 

operation of this functionality.  (Opp'n 28.)  

Thus, the only issue before the Court is whether this undisputed "look up"

functionality "combines" content data with feedback data, as required by the 

asserted claims.  But no reasonable fact-finder could conclude that using one piece 

of data to look up another "combines" those two pieces, and Plaintiff cannot gin up 

a fact dispute by contradicting the term’s plain meaning.  See, e.g., Dynacore, 363 

F.3d at 1278.  Thus, even under the deferential standard that applies to jury 

findings, the infringement finding here must be reversed.
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To be clear, Defendants are not raising an untimely claim construction 

argument, as Plaintiff alleges.  (Opp'n 25.)  The district court gave "combining" its 

"plain and ordinary meaning" (A2, n.1), and Defendants are not challenging that 

construction.  Defendants are merely applying that construction to show how using 

one piece of data to look up another does not "combine" those things.  And 

contrary to Plaintiff's waiver argument (Opp'n 25), Defendants explicitly made the 

same "combining" argument at trial that they make here on appeal. (A2856:11-

A2857:1; A4321-23.)  

During the Markman stage, there was no dispute that "combining" required 

some merger of components into a whole, as embraced both by Defendants'

proposed plain meaning construction and alternative "bringing together"

construction, and also Plaintiff's position that "combining" requires "uniting."  

(A5595.)  Instead, the parties' Markman dispute concerned Plaintiff's attempt to 

add the additional limitation that the uniting must be "into a single number or 

expression."  (Id.) Yet Plaintiff's current argument on "combining" defies the basic 

idea of uniting or merging that neither party opposed or disputed at Markman.  

Defendants' examples of "combining" from the Markman briefing do not 

support the notion that a data look-up qualifies as "combining," as Plaintiff 

suggests.  (Opp'n 26.) The critical feature in Defendants' examples is that each 

constituent item is part of the resulting combination.  Indiana Jones' fedora and 
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bullwhip, for example, are pieces or components of the resulting costume, and the 

same is true in the high school curriculum and tropical vacation examples.  In each 

case, the constituent components are merged into one whole (one costume, one 

curriculum, one vacation).

Moreover, as discussed further below, Plaintiff's position that the use of 

content data to look up feedback data combines them is inconsistent with its 

position as to the Culliss prior art reference.  See Section III(C), infra.  At trial, 

Plaintiff argued that Culliss' use of content-based key terms in an article to look up

corresponding feedback scores (showing how many users who queried those key 

terms selected that article) does not contain or combine content and feedback.  

(A3785:13-17.)  Plaintiff cannot have it both ways: if using content data to look up 

feedback data does not "combine" those two types of data in Culliss, then it does 

not do so in the accused systems either.  Amazon.com, Inc. v. Barnesandnoble.com, 

Inc., 239 F.3d 1343, 1351 (Fed. Cir. 2001) ("A patent may not, like a 'nose of wax,'

be twisted one way to avoid anticipation and another to find infringement.").

While Plaintiff never actually says what it believes to be the plain meaning 

of "combining," its infringement position necessarily reduces "combining" content 

and feedback data to merely using content and feedback data.  For example, 

Plaintiff argues that because pCTR will change if either the content or feedback 

data changes, that pCTR "combines" content and feedback data.  (Opp'n, 28-29.)  
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But this shows only that the content and feedback data are both used as part of the 

process of creating pCTR, not that they are combined in the pCTR.

Plaintiff's string-cite of 298 pages of trial testimony, 405 pages of 

documents, and 91 trial demonstratives, highlighting no specific evidence in any of 

it, presents no support for the "combining" limitations either.  (Opp'n 29.)  As the 

Seventh Circuit has colorfully stated, "[j]udges are not like pigs, hunting for 

truffles buried in briefs."  United States v. Dunkel, 927 F.2d 955, 956 (7th Cir. 

1991).  

Plaintiff does specifically address PX-338, indisputably the only document 

that Dr. Frieder cited in his element-by-element discussion of the "combining"

limitations.  (Opp'n 29.)  But this public document from Google's online Help 

Center does not discuss content attributes or odds multipliers at all – much less 

state that these elements are combined.  It just says that "keyword/ad relevance"

and "past click-through rate" are both used in setting an ad's Quality Score. 

(A8868-69.)  Even if "keyword/ad relevance" and "past click-through rate" were 

deemed generic stand-ins for content attributes and odds multipliers, merely saying 

that these elements are both used in setting Quality Score or pCTR does not show 

that these elements are "combined" under the plain meaning of the term.1

                                          
1   Plaintiff now contends that PX-388 is not a marketing document (Opp'n 

29), even though Plaintiff's counsel called it an "advertising" document at trial.  
(A2339:11-12.)  In any event, while Plaintiff correctly notes that Pharmastem does 
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In sum, the infringement verdict on all claims can and should be reversed for 

a simple reason: using content data to look up feedback data does not "combine"

those two pieces of data under the plain and ordinary meaning of the term.  

B. Plaintiff Failed to Prove the "Filtering the Combined 
Information" Limitation

The asserted '664 claims require "filtering the combined information."

Plaintiff's expert Dr. Frieder testified that the "combined information" in the 

accused systems is an advertisement's pCTR. And he further admitted that pCTR 

is not filtered in the accused systems. (A2555-57.) Dr. Frieder's admissions show 

that the supposed "combined information" is not filtered and this limitation is not 

met.  

This is not a "new claim-construction argument" as Plaintiff suggests. 

(Opp'n 30.)  The plain language of the limitation mandates this result, as 

Defendants consistently argued at trial.  (A2841:5-2843:24; A4319-21.)  It is

actually Plaintiff that argues claim construction, by stating that this Court should

construe "filtering the combined information" to instead mean "filtering based on

the combined information." (Opening Br. 28-30; Opp'n 30-31.)  In seeking to 

                                                                                                                                       
not preclude use of marketing materials where appropriate (Opp'n 30),
Pharmastem affirmed JMOL of non-infringement where the supposed 
infringement evidence, as here, consisted entirely of vague or high-level marketing 
statements that did not actually show that the claim limitations were met in the 
operation of the accused products.  Pharmastem Therapeutics, Inc. v. Viacell, Inc., 
491 F.3d 1342, 1351-52 (Fed. Cir. 2007). 
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justify this construction, Plaintiff argues that the specification does not contain any 

examples where the combined information is itself filtered.  (Opp'n 31.)  "This 

court, however, repeatedly and consistently has recognized that courts may not 

redraft claims, whether to make them operable or to sustain their validity."  Chef 

America, Inc. v. Lamb-Weston, Inc., 358 F.3d 1371, 1374 (Fed. Cir. 2004).  In Chef 

America, the specification taught a process for making a "light, flaky” dough 

product, but the plain language of the claim would result in a dough product that 

was burned to a crisp.  Id. at 1373.  This Court nonetheless declined to re-draft the 

claim to align it with the examples in the specification, and instead applied the 

claim as plainly written.  Id. at 1374.  Here too, Plaintiff cannot re-draft "filtering 

the combined information" to require "filtering based on the combined 

information."  As Defendants pointed out in their Opening Brief, Plaintiff's 

infringement theory improperly conflates the very different wording in '420 claim 

language, which (unlike the '664 claim language) recites filtering information 

entities on the basis of combined content and feedback data.  (Opening Br. 29-30.)  

Plaintiff does not respond to this point.  

Plaintiff next argues that, even accepting that "the combined information"

must itself be filtered, there was substantial evidence that the pCTR – the 

"combined information" under Plaintiff's theory –is filtered along with

advertisements.  (Opp'n 31.)  Plaintiff cites Dr. Frieder's testimony at A2556:5-6, 
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A2557:24-25, and A2558:6-10 to support this position.  (Opp'n 31-32.)  But these 

passages do not say that the pCTR is itself filtered.  To the contrary, these passages

confirm that Dr. Frieder read this limitation to require filtering ads "based on" or 

"using" the pCTR.  (A2556:5-8 ("Q: So ads are filtered, pCTR is not filtered, right?  

A: PCTR associated with a particular ad is what is being used to filter out the ad.  

I'm filtering out ads using the pCTR."); A2558:6-10 ("Q: So I think I heard you say 

that while the ads are filtered on the basis of the pCTR, and that is your 

infringement opinion for claim 1 of the '664 patent, rite [sic]?  A: Yes . . . .that's 

correct.").)

Plaintiff also argues that Defendants' expert Dr. Ungar "understood that 

there was trial testimony indicating that the pCTR is itself filtered."  (Opp'n 32.)  It

is telling that Plaintiff, unable to identify any trial testimony supporting its 

position, is reduced to arguing that Defendants' expert understood such testimony 

to exist.  In any event, Plaintiff is wrong.  Plaintiff seizes on a cropped fragment—

"Dr. Frieder says you filter the pCTR"—to argue that Dr. Ungar understood 

Plaintiff's theory to be that pCTR itself is filtered.  (Opp'n 32.)  But the full quote 

shows that Dr. Ungar correctly understood Plaintiff's theory to be that ads are 

filtered "based on" the pCTR combination.  (A3110:14-21 ("A: . . . you can't really 

filter a pCTR.  The filtering is done based on using the words.  Q: Does the '664 

patent – so I think you are referring to the quote here whether Dr. Frieder says that 
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you filter based on the combination.  Do you see that?  A: Yes.  Dr. Frieder says 

you filter the pCTR based on the combination.").)  

In sum, the '664 claims require "filtering the combined information," not 

filtering something else "based on" the combined information as asserted by 

Plaintiff. Plaintiff cannot re-write this limitation to say something that it does not.  

C. Plaintiff Fails to Rebut That It Presented No Evidence at Trial 
That the Accused Systems Make a "Demand Search"

The asserted '420 claims require "scanning a network to make a demand 

search."  The district court construed "scanning a network" to mean "looking for 

or examining items in a network," and "demand search" as a "single search engine

query performed upon a user request."  (A15; A19.)  

For the "scanning a network" aspect of this element, Plaintiff pointed to a 

database look up for advertisements in Google's accused advertising systems.  

(A2335:20-2337:12.)  Thus, in order to meet its burden for this limitation, Plaintiff 

had to show that the alleged "scanning a network" (the ads database lookup) was 

done "to make" a "single search engine query performed upon a user request."  

But Plaintiff never offered any evidence that the accused database look-up in 

Google's advertising system makes or performs a "search engine query." As 

recounted in Defendants' Opening Brief, Plaintiff's own statements show that 

nothing Plaintiff accused makes or performs a "search engine query."  (Opening 

Br. 30-31.) Rather, Plaintiff repeatedly asserted that Google's search engine
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activity was not accused.  (A1960:21-22 ("This case is not about search engine 

results. . . . It's about advertising."); A1970:2-5 (distinguishing "the technology at 

issue in this case" from Google's "search engine technology"); A1969:7-12 ("[T]he 

search results part of the [Google] page that you're all familiar with . . . That's not 

at issue in this case.  Nobody is accusing that system of infringing these patents.").)

Nothing Plaintiff points to remedies its failure of proof on this issue.  

Plaintiff points to one sentence in Dr. Frieder's testimony reciting the words

"demand search" when quoting the claim. (Opp'n 32-33.) But Dr. Frieder never 

mentioned the Court's construction of "demand search," much less offered any 

opinion or evidence as to how it was met in Google's accused advertising systems.  

Plaintiff also points to testimony that Google users enter search terms that are used 

by the non-accused Google search engine to perform a search engine query.  

(Opp'n 33-34.)  But given Plaintiff's trial assertions recited above, there can be no 

legitimate dispute that Google's "search engine" is not at issue in this case.2  Thus, 

testimony that Google's non-accused search engine performs search engine queries

in response to user requests is irrelevant to whether Google's separate accused 

advertising systems do so.  Instead, it only underscores how these search patents do 

not read on the accused advertising systems.  Plaintiff’s failure to address the 

                                          
2   Plaintiff did accuse Google's search engine (i.e., "Google Search") at the 

outset of this case, before explicitly dropping its infringement allegations against 
Google Search three months before trial.  (A9344.)  
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specific construction of "demand search" further confirms that it is Plaintiff, not 

Defendants, that is disregarding the district court’s claim constructions.

D. Plaintiff's Highly Prejudicial Copying Allegations Require a New 
Trial 

Plaintiff insinuated that Google copied the '420 Patent because Google knew 

about the '420 Patent and had no "development story" for its accused system.  

(Opening Br. 15, 32 (citing A1975; A3841; A3851).)  Plaintiff has repeated these 

copying allegations on appeal, arguing that copying was established because

"Google knew of the '420 Patent" and "Defendants presented no evidence 

regarding how its technologies were developed."  (Opp'n 48-49.)

While Plaintiff argues that Defendants cited no authority for a new trial 

based on these copying insinuations, Defendants cited a case (Uniloc) granting a 

new trial based on such copying insinuations.  (Opening Br. 32.) Defendants also 

cited another case (Eolas) excluding copying allegations as highly prejudicial.  

(Id.)  Other cases have reached similar conclusions.  Asyst Techs., Inc. v. Empak, 

Inc., No. 98-20451, 2007 WL 120845, at *2 (N.D. Cal. Jan. 11, 2007) (finding that 

"[t]he proposed evidence of copying would be highly prejudicial" and excluding 

such evidence under Rule 403). 

Plaintiff does not address Eolas at all.  Plaintiff does try to distinguish 

Uniloc by saying that copying was irrelevant in Uniloc but is "relevant to 

obviousness" here.  (Opp'n 36.)  But obviousness was also at issue in Uniloc, yet
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the court still found that plaintiff's "insinuation about copying" prejudiced the 

infringement inquiry and warranted a new trial.  Uniloc USA, Inc. v. Microsoft 

Corp., 640 F.Supp. 2d 150, 182-84 (D. R.I. 2009), aff'd in part, rev'd in part on 

other grounds, 632 F.3d 1292 (Fed. Cir. 2011).  The same is true here.  

And to be clear, insinuation was all that Plaintiff offered to show copying.  

Copying is "the replication of a specific product."  Iron Grip Barbell Co., Inc. v. 

USA Sports, Inc., 392 F.3d 1317, 1325 (Fed. Cir. 2004).  It requires "substantial 

similarity to [] the patented product (as opposed to the patent)."  Id. (emphasis 

added).  Plaintiff's only proffered "evidence" of copying was that one of Google's 

patents cited the '420 Patent (A2104-05) and that Google supposedly had no 

development story.  (A1975.)  This does not come remotely close to permitting an 

inference of copying under the law.

Plaintiff also argues that Defendants failed to object to the copying 

insinuation statements "on the ground that they insinuate copying."  (Opp'n 36.)  

But Defendants made a motion in limine to preclude copying allegations (A9125-

31), which preserved Defendants' objection.  Rice v. Cmty. Health Ass'n, 203 F.3d 

283, 286 (4th Cir. 2000).  Defendants also objected the first time Plaintiff tried to 

make its copying insinuation at trial.  (A1975:8-15.)  

Plaintiff next argues that Defendants have not shown that the copying 

insinuations "subverted the jury's reason or commitment to decide the issues on the 
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evidence and the law," as required for a new trial.  (Opp'n 36.)  But we know with 

certainty that the jury was swayed by Plaintiff's arguments because it found 

"copying" to have been established.  (A4171-72.)  A new trial is required because 

there is more than a "reasonable probability" that the jury's reasoning or 

commitment to decide the issues on the evidence and law has been subverted.  

Verizon Servs. Corp. v. Cox Fibernet Va., Inc., 602 F.3d 1325, 1335 (Fed. Cir. 

2010).  Moreover, numerous courts – such as the Uniloc, Eolas, and Asyst courts 

discussed above – have noted the inherently prejudicial nature of improper copying 

arguments.  

Other evidentiary and instructional errors amplified the prejudice from 

Plaintiff's copying insinuations.  Kozlowski v. Hampton School Bd., 77 F. App’x

133, 154 (4th Cir. Oct. 3, 2003) (noting "collective force of multiple errors").  For 

example, the district court allowed Plaintiff to denigrate the source code by calling 

Defendants' citation to source code a "legal gotcha game." (A3856:19-21.)  In 

other words, Plaintiff was given free rein to urge the jury to ignore the actual 

evidence of how the accused systems function (source code) in favor of legally 

improper copying insinuations.  Here too, Plaintiff's waiver argument (Opp'n 35) is 

meritless because Defendants moved in limine to preclude Plaintiff from relying on 

high-level marketing documents instead of authoritative evidence such as source 
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code (A9132), thus preserving Defendants' objection to Plaintiff's efforts to 

denigrate the source code at trial.  Rice, 203 F.3d at 286.  

Also prejudicial were the district court's instructions on indirect 

infringement and doctrine of equivalents.  While Plaintiff argues that there was

substantial evidence of infringement under the doctrine of equivalents, the eight 

lines from the trial transcript Plaintiff cites have nothing to do with any aspect of 

this Court's doctrine of equivalents jurisprudence. (Opp'n 37 (citing A3261:20-22 

and A2362:1-4).)  For inducement, all Plaintiff argues is that Google instructed

publishers how to use the Accused Systems, which does not show inducement.  For 

example, among other requirements, "induced infringement under § 271(b) 

requires knowledge that the induced acts constitute patent infringement."  Global-

Tech Appliances, Inc. v. SEB S.A., 131 S.Ct. 2060, 2068 (2011).  Plaintiff points to 

no evidence that would satisfy this standard.   

II. THAT THE PATENTS "THREW THE QUERY OVER THE WALL"
DOES NOT AVOID OBVIOUSNESS

A. The Jury Did Not Address the Only Issue Before the Court–
Whether Using the Search Query When Filtering Renders the 
Patents Non-Obvious

As Defendants explained in their Opening Brief, the only difference between

the claims and the obviousness art was that the obviousness art did not use the 

search query when performing content/collaborative filtering of search results.  

(Opening Br. 36.)  In the words of Plaintiff's trial metaphor, the obviousness art 
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threw search results "over the wall" to a content/collaborative filtering system but 

did not throw the search query "over the wall" so that it too could be used in the 

filtering process.  (Id., 36-37.)  Plaintiff does not dispute this characterization; it 

embraces it.  (Opp'n 6-7; 17.)  Thus, the only question for this Court to decide on 

obviousness is whether it would have been obvious to overcome that difference

between the claims and the art by using the search query when filtering; i.e.,

whether it would have been obvious to throw the search query "over the wall" to a 

filtering system along with the search results.  

However, Plaintiff is incorrect in stating that "the only question" in resolving 

this issue is "whether substantial evidence supports the jury's findings."  (Id., 40.) 

The jury never addressed whether it would have been obvious to "throw the search 

query over the wall."  Instead, as Plaintiff recounts, the jury was asked about what 

differences existed between the claims and Defendants' obviousness references.  

(Opp'n 39-40 ("For both patents, the jury expressly found that none of Defendants'

references disclosed a 'tightly integrated search system' (i.e., a system that 

combines content and collaborative data to filter items for relevance to a query).").)

Plaintiff points to no finding by the jury concerning whether this difference 

between the claims and the obviousness references would have been obvious to 
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overcome.3  This makes sense.  Where, as here, the differences between the claims 

and the art are undisputed, the question of whether those differences are sufficient

to preclude obviousness is a pure question of law.  Litton Indus. Prod., Inc. v. Solid 

State Sys. Corp., 755 F.2d 158, 163 (Fed. Cir. 1985).

Plaintiff also argues that because Defendants did not seek a special 

interrogatory on whether the difference would have been obvious to overcome, this 

question must be resolved against Defendants and reviewed only for clear error.  

(Opp'n 42.)  But again, whether the difference would have been obvious to 

overcome is not a factual question for the jury to decide.  It is the ultimate legal

question as to whether the claims are obvious, a question to be decided de novo by 

this Court.  Soverain Software LLC v. Newegg Inc., 705 F.3d 1333, 1336 (Fed. Cir. 

2013).

                                          
3   Because this is an obviousness inquiry, Plaintiff's citation to the '420 

Patent's re-examination (Opp'n 3) is irrelevant.  This re-examination ultimately 
found that the Rose and WebHound references do not anticipate the asserted 
independent claims, but made no finding on whether these claims are obvious over 
Rose and WebHound.  (A7900-7902.)  The PTO's prior, interim finding that Rose 
and WebHound do anticipate supported an obviousness finding, since "anticipation 
is the epitome of obviousness."  In re McDaniel, 293 F.3d 1379, 1385 (Fed. Cir. 
2002).  But the converse is not true: the PTO's final decision that Rose and 
WebHound do not anticipate says nothing about whether the claims are obvious 
over Rose and WebHound.
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B. Plaintiff Fails to Rebut that "Throwing the Query Over the Wall"
is Obvious as a Matter of Law

As Defendants pointed out in their Opening Brief, using the search query

when filtering search results was a known prior art technique.  The Background 

section of the Asserted Patents, which is binding on Plaintiff, acknowledges this 

explicitly.  (Opening Br. 38-39 (citing PharmaStem, 491 F.3d at 1362; A206, 2:15-

18).)  It would have been obvious to apply this background technique to 

Defendants' obviousness references, which already used both content and 

collaborative filtering for search engines, thereby bridging the lone difference 

between the claims and the references.  (Id.)  As Defendants' expert Dr. Ungar 

noted at trial, a search process inherently requires a search query, which would 

then be "sitting there with the [search] result[s]," available for use in filtering those 

search results.  (A3173:4-7; see also A3172:18-3173:2.)  That being the case,

simply using this available query in the filtering process is a matter of common 

sense.  (A3172:18-3173:2.); Perfect Web Techs., Inc. v. InfoUSA, Inc., 587 F.3d 

1324, 1328 (Fed. Cir. 2009) ("Common sense has long been recognized to inform 

the analysis of obviousness if explained with sufficient reasoning.").

Plaintiff offers no persuasive rebuttal.  Regarding the Patents' 

acknowledgement that "conventional search engines" used the search query when 

filtering search results, Plaintiff argues that "this discusses conventional 'content-

based filtering' in response to a query; it does not show or suggest using content 
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and collaborative data together in filtering items for relevance to a query."  (Opp'n

43.)  This is true, but irrelevant.  Again, there is no dispute that the obviousness 

references already "us[e] content and collaborative data together in filtering items."  

(A5511 ("By combining both collaborative and content-based filtering systems, 

Fab may eliminate the weaknesses found in each approach."); A5427 ("This thesis 

claims that content-based filtering and automated collaborative filtering [ACF] are 

complementary techniques, and the combination of ACF with some easily

extractable features of documents is a powerful information filtering technique.").)  

All Plaintiff asserts is missing from these references is using the search query when 

filtering these items (i.e., filtering the items "for relevance to the query"), which

the Patents state was already available to one of skill in the art.4  Thus, the "rational 

underpinning why common sense compels a finding of obviousness" is supplied by 

the "interrelated teachings" of the obviousness references on the one hand and 

background statement from the Asserted Patents on the other.  Plantronics, Inc. v. 

Aliph, Inc., 724 F.3d 1343, 1354 (Fed. Cir. 2013) (citing KSR Int'l Co. v. Teleflex 

Inc., 550 U.S. 398, 418 (2007)).  

                                          
4   This disclosure in the Patents squarely rebuts Dr. Carbonell's unsupported 

and conclusory testimony that one of ordinary skill in the art would not have the 
skill to fill the missing elements in the claims.  (Opp'n 46.)  In any event, 
"precedent does not require 'expert' opinions on matters of law," like obviousness.  
Soverain, 705 F.3d at 1341 (finding claims obvious, by clear and convincing 
evidence, despite patentee's expert opining they were non-obvious).  
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Plaintiff also argues that, at the time of the Asserted Patents, the prior art 

was divided among "two camps with conflicting goals": query-based systems and 

profile-based systems.  (Opp'n 45-46.)  Plaintiff puts Defendants' obviousness 

references into the profile-based camp (A5561) and says that the inventors 

"eliminated the proverbial wall that existed between query-based and profile-based 

systems."  (Opp'n 8.)  But Plaintiff admits Defendants' obviousness references 

already surmounted this supposed "wall": "Some prior-art profile systems 

contemplated using search engines (or 'query' systems) as a way to collect 

documents for use in a profile-based analysis."  (Opp'n 6.)  

In sum, even under Plaintiff's arguments, the only difference between the

obviousness references and the asserted claims is a concept that the Patents admit 

already existed in the prior art – using the search query when filtering search 

results. The mere addition of this known design choice does not entitle Plaintiff to 

a patent as a matter of law.  KSR, 550 U.S. at 417.  

C. Plaintiff Fails to Rebut the Obviousness Case Via Secondary 
Considerations

No evidence of secondary considerations could overcome Defendants’ 

"strong prima facie case of obviousness."  Agrizap, Inc. v. Woodstream Corp., 520 

F.3d 1337, 1344 (Fed. Cir. 2008).  The evidence proffered at trial cannot do so, as 

it cuts both ways.  The district court did not even discuss this secondary 

considerations evidence in its post-trial obviousness ruling.  (A39-40.)  
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For "commercial success," Plaintiff says that "the infringing technology 

increased Google's revenues by 20%-40%."  (Opp'n 47.)  But Plaintiff's cited 

passages state only that Smart Ads increased Google's revenues by approximately 

20 percent.  (A2756:11-20; 2664:2-9; A8840.)  It is undisputed that SmartAds 

contains far more than the accused technology (A2772-73), including the 

calculation of pCTR which Plaintiff's expert admitted is "Google's invention."  

(A2563:4-8.)  That one Google engineer did not know how to remove one of the 

three accused filtering steps also does nothing to show a nexus, as Plaintiff 

suggests. (Opp'n 47.)  

Plaintiff also asserts the existence of a "long-felt need," but never identifies 

what the unresolved "need" was.  (Id.)  And Dr. Carbonell's only opinion on this 

issue was to say that Defendants' obviousness references were inferior to the

Asserted Patents – not that these references (or any other references) stated a 

"need" for a superior method.  (Opening Br. 43.)

On "unsuccessful attempts by others," Plaintiff suggests that the jury's 

inconsistency in finding this consideration for the '420 Patent but not for the '664 

Patent could be explained by the fact that the '664 Patent has fewer elements than 

the '420 Patent.  (Opp'n 48.)  But Plaintiff does not dispute that its non-obviousness 

case was identical for both patents. (Opening Br. 40-41.) Thus, the jury's 

divergent findings on "unsuccessful attempts by others" are inconsistent.  These 
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inconsistent findings should at best be considered a "wash" that does not move the 

needle one way or the other on obviousness.  The same is true for "independent 

invention," a consideration that the jury found for the '664 Patent but not for the 

'420 Patent.  The only real conclusion to be drawn from these multiple 

inconsistencies is that the jury was pervasively confused on secondary 

considerations, which supports Defendants' position that the secondary 

considerations findings should be given little weight in the overall obviousness 

analysis.

As detailed above, given that there was no evidence of copying, the district 

court erred grievously in allowing Plaintiff to make copying insinuations to the 

jury at all.  Plaintiff's argument that the jury could find copying because the 

accused system "incorporated claim features" (Opp'n 48) makes no sense.  If this 

were the test, then copying would be found wherever there was infringement.  This 

is not the law.  Tokai Corp. v. Easton Enters., Inc., 632 F.3d 1358, 1370 (Fed. Cir. 

2011) (even "[a] stipulation of infringement, taken alone, is not probative of 

copying").

For "unexpected results," Plaintiff does not cite a single contemporaneous 

statement from anyone in the industry who found the Asserted Patents to be 

unexpected.  It just points to its own expert's conclusory assertions at trial.  (Opp'n

49.)  But, as here, "[l]ack of factual support for expert opinions going to factual 
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determinations [] may render the testimony of little probative value in a validity 

determination."  Ashland Oil, Inc. v. Delta Resins & Refractories, Inc., 776 F.2d 

281, 294 (Fed. Cir. 1985). 

Finally, on "acceptance by others," Plaintiff points only to the fact that other 

patents cite the '420 Patent.  (Opp'n 49.)  Plaintiff provides no authority holding

that the mere citation of a patent as prior art qualifies as "acceptance by others,"

and Defendants believe that no such authority exists.

III. CULLISS ANTICIPATES THE ASSERTED CLAIMS

A. Culliss Teaches Content Analysis5

As detailed in Defendants' Opening Brief, Culliss discloses content analysis 

through its functionality by which key term scores are initially set by an analysis of 

the content (i.e. "terms") in an article, before being then altered by feedback.  

(AA5526, 14:23-25.)  Plaintiff does not dispute this disclosure.  

Instead, Plaintiff argues that this content score dwindles to a "residual 

content score" over time and becomes "immaterial to the operation of Culliss" after 

                                          
5   While Plaintiff argues that Defendants' focus on whether Culliss discloses 

"content analysis" and "filtering" is improper (Opp'n 50-51), Plaintiff admitted at 
trial that these were the only elements in dispute for Culliss.  (Opening Br. 44-45 
(citing A3779).)  And, the three claim limitations that the jury found missing from 
Culliss – limitations (b) and (d) of the '420 claims and limitation (c) of the '664 
claims – all contain these disputed "content" and "filtering" elements.  Thus, it was 
perfectly appropriate for Defendants to focus on the disputed "content" and 
"filtering" elements on appeal.  And Plaintiff does not dispute that Defendants'
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millions of users have submitted feedback.  (Opp'n 52.)  As explained in 

Defendants' Opening Brief, this argument fails as a matter of law.  Even "trace 

amounts" of a claimed element in a prior art reference suffices for anticipation.  

SmithKline Beecham Corp. v. Apotex Corp., 403 F.3d 1331, 1345 (Fed. Cir. 2005).  

Thus, Culliss contains the requisite content element even if Plaintiff were correct 

that Culliss' content score dwindles to immateriality over time. Plaintiff's citation 

to Net MoneyIN, Inc. v. VeriSign, Inc., 545 F.3d 1359, 1371 (Fed. Cir. 2008), for 

the unremarkable proposition that anticipating art must be "arranged or combined 

in the same way as recited in the claim" (Opp'n 51), does not change this.  

B. Culliss Discloses, and Enables, "Filtering" by Content as 
Required by the Asserted Claims

Culliss explicitly states that the ratings embodiment – which filters out 

articles based on their X-rated scores – uses content analysis just like all the other 

embodiments: "Initially, the key terms, category key terms, and rating key terms

may be associated with words or other information in the article" and "the scores 

can be initially set to correspond with the frequency of the term occurrence in the 

article."  (A5526, 14:23-25 and 14:34-35 (emphasis added).)  Plaintiff's 

unsupported assertions that this content initialization "cannot be used" with the 

ratings embodiment (Opp'n 55) defy this disclosure in Culliss and cannot avoid 

                                                                                                                                       
expert walked through all the claim limitations at trial and explained why Culliss 
meets each of them.  (A3201-08; A3215-26.)
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anticipation.  Pharmastem, 491 F.3d at 1361.  Plaintiff's assertion that the X-rated 

and G-rated terms in Culliss' scoring table are "predetermined" (Opp'n 55) also 

does nothing to erase this explicit disclosure.6

Plaintiff's non-enablement arguments, for which Plaintiff bears the burden of 

proof, are makeshift.  Plaintiff first argues that Culliss' exemplar article A3 has 

high X-rated and G-rated scores, indicating that it was of interest to both the X-

rated and G-rated crowd.  (Opp'n 56 (citing A5525 at 12:20-22).)  This is true, but

Culliss expressly states what to do in this situation.  If, "[a]fter several users have 

performed searches," an article such as A3 has high X-rated and G-rated scores, the 

article should be deemed X-rated and screened from future G-rated searches.  

(A5525 at 12:9-25.)  Plaintiff does not explain why this shows non-enablement. 

Plaintiff's next argument, again based on Culliss' A3 example, is that 22 G-

rated searchers ended up viewing article A3 before it could acquire a high enough 

X-rated score to be screened from subsequent G-rated searches.  (Opp'n 56-57.)  

But as Defendants pointed out in their Opening Brief, this means only that Culliss'

X-rated filtering is not perfect, particularly early in the process where little 

feedback has been received.  (Opening Br. 48.)  Plaintiff does not respond to 

                                          
6   While Plaintiff suggests that Defendants' expert, Dr. Ungar, could not say 

how Culliss' ratings embodiment uses content (Opp'n 55), Dr. Ungar explained 
how at length.  (A3204:23-A3206:2.)  That Dr. Ungar declined to read to the jury 
the Culliss excerpts being shown to them (and already admitted in evidence) does 
not show any failure of proof.  
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Defendants' cited authority explaining how perfection is not required for 

enablement.  

Plaintiff now raises a new argument, that Culliss does not filter for 

"relevance to the query." (Opp'n 52-53.)  Initially, Plaintiff never argued at trial 

that Culliss fails to meet the "relevance to the query" element, and thus has waived 

the argument.  Sage Prods., Inc. v. Devon Indus., Inc., 126 F.3d 1420, 1426 (Fed. 

Cir. 1997).  In any event, this argument fails on the merits.  Culliss presents articles 

to users based on their key term scores for the terms in the user's search query.  

(A5518 ("The scores are then used in subsequent searches to organize the articles 

that match a search query.").)  Thus, Culliss' key term scores – which are set 

partially by content, as discussed above – are used to present articles that are 

relevant to the user's query and exclude articles that are not relevant to the query.  

(A5525, 12:20-25 (explaining how articles with high X-rated scores are excluded 

from the search results list for G-rated queries).)7   

C. Plaintiff Treats Its Patents as a "Nose of Wax"

As previewed above, Plaintiff's arguments as to Culliss violate the principle 

that "[a] patent may not, like a 'nose of wax,' be twisted one way to avoid 

anticipation and another to find infringement."  Amazon.com, 239 F.3d at 1351. 

                                          
7   While Plaintiff notes that Culliss was before the PTO during prosecution  

(Opp'n 18), "there is no heightened burden of proof when a reference was 
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For example, Culliss performs its feedback-based scoring by first associating each 

article with key terms in its content (A5526, 14:23-25), and then tracking how 

often users who queried those key terms select that article.  (A5521, 4:10-41.)  In 

other words, the content-based key terms are used to look up the corresponding 

feedback score, according to Plaintiff's own description of Culliss.  (A3712:3-7, 

3785:13-17.)  This is no different than Plaintiff's infringement allegation that the 

content-based data strings are used to look up feedback-based odds multipliers in 

setting the accused pCTR score.  (Opp'n 28-29.)  Yet, while Plaintiff alleges that 

this look-up function in Google's systems demonstrates a combination of both 

content and feedback analysis used for filtering, it says this same functionality in 

Culliss does not. (Compare A2547:9-13 with A3785:13-17.)

Similarly, Plaintiff argues that even if Culliss has a content score available at 

the time of filtering, this would not show that it is used in filtering "for relevance to 

the query" because the content must be used "in a meaningful way" in filtering. 

(Opp'n 52-53.)  Yet it is undisputed that, in the accused pCTR scores that are used 

as the basis for filtering, there is no content at all, only feedback.  (See Opp'n 28 

(stating that the pCTR score is a sum of feedback-based odds multipliers).) Thus, 

                                                                                                                                       
previously considered by the PTO."  Sciele Pharma Inc. v. Lupin Ltd., 684 F.3d 
1253, 1260 (Fed. Cir. 2012).  
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even under Plaintiff's validity interpretation, Culliss is more akin to the Patents

than the accused systems are.  

Finally, as noted above, Plaintiff now argues that Culliss does not filter "for 

relevance to the query" even though Culliss presents and excludes articles based on 

their key term scores for the terms in the user's query.  Yet for infringement, 

Plaintiff accuses content attributes for containing, inter alia, information about the 

user's query. (A2380:4-A2382:20.)  Plaintiff provides no explanation for how the 

accused systems could meet the "relevance to the query" limitation if Culliss does 

not.  Plaintiff's attempt to read its patent as a nose of wax should be rejected.  

Amazon.com, 239 F.3d at 1351.

IV. JMOL OF NO DAMAGES IS REQUIRED

A. Plaintiff Submitted No Evidence of Post-Complaint Damages

To try to show evidence of post-Complaint damages – the only damages to 

which Plaintiff was entitled, due to laches – Plaintiff states that "Dr. Becker [] 

testified with an accompanying exhibit regarding the reasonable-royalty damages 

by quarter throughout the full damages period, including the post-Complaint 

period."  (Opp'n 57 (emphasis in original).)  This statement is unequivocally false.  

There is no trial testimony from Dr. Becker setting forth damages on a quarterly 

basis or otherwise stating damages for the post-Complaint period.  Plaintiff's 

counsel admitted this at trial, stating: "plaintiff concedes that Dr. Becker did not 
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provide a number for the amount of damages from September 15, 2011 onwards."  

(A3817:12-14.)  Plaintiff similarly states in its Opposition Brief: "I/P Engine 

observed that a specific damages number for the shortened period had not been 

separately explained to the jury."  (Opp'n 61.)  The "accompanying exhibit" that 

Plaintiff refers to on pages 57-58 of its Brief, showing rough bars of quarter-by-

quarter damages, is a demonstrative that does not constitute evidence as a matter of 

law.  Duncan v. Dep't of the Air Force, 674 F.3d 1359, 1363 (Fed. Cir. 2012).  

Plaintiff admits that this chart was a mere demonstrative, saying that its counsel 

"used a different version of the same demonstrative" in closing argument.  (Opp'n 

58.) 

That should be the end of the matter: given the absence of damages evidence 

for the applicable timeframe, this Court should find that Plaintiff failed to prove its 

damages case and order JMOL of no damages.  Weisgram v. Marley Co., 528 U.S. 

440, 456-57 (2000).  Plaintiff argues that Weisgram is distinguishable because, in 

Weisgram, "there was no evidence, expert or otherwise, sufficient to support any 

liability verdict."  (Opp'n 61-62 (emphasis in original).)  But that shows why 

Weisgram is applicable, not distinguishable.  Just as there was "no evidence" in 

Weisgram sufficient to support any liability verdict, there is "no evidence" in this 

case to support any damages verdict.  Thus, pursuant to Weisgram, the appropriate 

remedy is a JMOL against Plaintiff's damages case.
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Plaintiff argues that its failure to introduce evidence of post-Complaint 

damages was excusable because the laches ruling had not issued when it presented 

its damages case, and it should not have been required "to present alternative non-

laches and laches damage theories to the jury to account for an equitable defense 

not yet decided by the district court."  (Opp'n 60.)  But Defendants do not argue 

that Plaintiff should have presented alternative damages theories.  To account for 

the possibility that it would lose laches prior to the jury verdict, Plaintiff merely 

needed to present its damages evidence on a yearly or quarterly basis, so that post-

Complaint damages would be in evidence for the jury's consideration.  It chose not 

to do so, instead preferring to present only an aggregate, very large, pre- and post-

Complaint damages number ($493.1 million) to the jury.  

Plaintiff knew that it might lose laches prior to the case going to the jury.  

Plaintiff admits that the district court never said it would defer laches to a post-

verdict phase.  (Opp'n 20.)  And Plaintiff filed its own dispositive laches motion at 

the close of Defendants' case-in-chief, thus showing Plaintiff's understanding that 

laches would be ripe for decision during the normal course of trial.  Given that 

Plaintiff sought laches judgment in its favor before the case went to the jury, 

Plaintiff knew that laches could also be decided in Defendants' favor before the 

case went to the jury.  Even Plaintiff's argument that it was denied the opportunity

to present laches evidence during its rebuttal case (Opp'n 77) presupposes that 
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laches would be ripe for decision in Defendants' favor at the close of Plaintiff's 

rebuttal case – i.e., before the case was submitted to the jury.  

In other words, there was no basis to think that laches would remain 

unresolved when the case went to the jury.  Rather, laches would be decided before

that time, as both parties recognized when they made competing dispositive laches 

motions prior to the case going to the jury.  (A3626:12-15; A9204.)  Plaintiff just 

failed to consider the possibility that it might lose laches and be limited to post-

Complaint damages.  Thus, Plaintiff recklessly failed to put post-Complaint 

damages into evidence.  Needless to say, this is no reason to deny JMOL on 

Plaintiff's vacant post-Complaint damages case.

Plaintiff argues that it was "understandably surprised by the district court's 

laches ruling," asserting that "[w]here laches is at issue, the common practice is for 

the jury to decide the damages due for the full damages period."  (Opp'n 60-61

(citing Humanscale Corp. v. CompX Int'l Inc., No. 3:09-cv-86, 2010 WL 3222411 

(E.D. Va. Aug. 16, 2010) and Amado v. Microsoft Corp., No. 03-242, 2008 WL 

8641264 (C.D. Cal. Dec. 4, 2008)).)  But the two cases that Plaintiff cites for this 

"common practice" are cases where laches was not decided until after the jury 

verdict.  Humanscale, 2010 WL 3222411, at *1; Amado, 2008 WL 8641264, at *1.  

When laches remains undecided when the case goes the jury, then of course the 

jury decides damages for the entire damages period.  But here, laches was found 
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before the jury verdict, meaning that only post-Complaint damages evidence could 

properly go to the jury.  And as noted above, Plaintiff knew that laches could be 

decided before the jury verdict.

Finally, even after the oral laches ruling issued, Plaintiff never sought to re-

open the record to put a post-Complaint damages number into evidence.  Instead, 

Plaintiff referenced Dr. Becker's demonstrative of quarter-by-quarter damages and 

incorrectly told the district court that this demonstrative provided sufficient record 

evidence by which to calculate post-Complaint damages.  (A3670:12-3671:1.)  

And when the district court asked after the laches ruling if Plaintiff had any more 

witnesses, Plaintiff responded that it had no more witnesses for the jury – i.e., no 

more damages testimony for the jury's consideration.  (A3802:8-13.)

In sum, Plaintiff recklessly failed to introduce post-Complaint damages 

evidence, despite knowing full well that laches could be decided before the jury 

verdict.  Plaintiff even sat on its hands after the laches ruling issued, never 

attempting to put in post-Complaint damages evidence.  Plaintiff must accept the 

consequences of its actions.  Because there was no record evidence of post-

Complaint damages, JMOL must be granted against Plaintiff's vacant damages 

case.  
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B. Plaintiff Fails to Rebut That Its Damages Theory Used the Same 
Type of Flawed Analysis That This Court Has Stricken in Recent 
Decisions

1. Plaintiff does not refute that its expert's revenue base included 
revenue unrelated to the accused technology

Plaintiff's damages expert Dr. Becker did not apportion the royalty base to 

reflect the value of the accused technology, as he was required to do. Even Dr. 

Becker admitted that his 20.9% "apportionment" included revenue attributable to 

both accused and unaccused features of the SmartAds system.  (A2772:8-12 ("Q. 

So let's talk a little bit about allocation.  You agree that the SmartAds system that's 

accused in this case includes a lot more than just the technology that's accused of 

infringement, correct?  A. Yes."); A2772:16-19 (similar).)  

Dr. Becker attempted to account for his inadequate apportionment by 

supposedly adjusting the royalty rate down. (A2772:24-2773:22.) Likewise, 

Plaintiff argued during closing that the 3.5% royalty rate accounted for Google's 

contributions to the accused SmartAds system, confirming Dr. Becker's testimony 

on this point.  (A3864:10-15.)  But this is exactly what this Court has held is 

inadmissible as a matter of law.8  Uniloc, 632 F.3d at 1320 ("The Supreme Court 

                                          
8   Regardless of the claimed royalty rate, the overbroad royalty base also 

unfairly biased the jury by repeatedly exposing them to overinflated revenue 
figures that had no relation to the value of the asserted technology.  Uniloc USA, 
Inc. v. Microsoft Corp., 632 F.3d 1292, 1320 (Fed. Cir. 2011) ("The disclosure [of 
total] revenue from an infringing product cannot help but skew the damages 
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and this court's precedents do not allow consideration of the entire market value of 

accused products for minor patent improvements simply by asserting a low enough 

royalty rate."); LaserDynamics, Inc. v. Quanta Computer, Inc., 694 F.3d 51, 67

(Fed. Cir. 2012) ("[T]he requirement to prove that the patented feature drives 

demand for the entire product may not be avoided by the use of a very small 

royalty rate.").

Plaintiff misapplies LaserDynamics when it argues that the smallest salable 

unit is Google's accused AdWords system, and therefore that Dr. Becker could 

have used Google's entire advertising revenue as the royalty base.  (Opp'n 64.)  But

the "smallest salable unit" analysis does not even apply to AdWords, which is 

software used to submit and select advertisements shown online, not a commercial 

product for sale.  (A2944:25-A2945:3.)  In any event, increasing the size of the 

royalty base – from 20.9% to 100% of AdWords revenue – would not solve the 

apportionment problem, it would compound it.

None of Plaintiff's arguments rebut its expert's and its counsel's admissions 

that show the damages theory it presented was contrary to this Court's precedent.  

Plaintiff argues that "Dr. Becker did apportion the royalty base."  (Opp'n 62 

(emphasis in original).) But Plaintiff cites no authority that an expert royalty base 

                                                                                                                                       
horizon for the jury, regardless of the contribution of the patented component to 
this revenue.") (emphasis added).
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opinion is admissible merely because the expert performs some type of

apportionment.  Nor could it, as the apportionment must be commensurate to the 

value of the accused technology.  Uniloc, 632 F.3d at 1320; Cornell Univ. v. 

Hewlett-Packard Co., 609 F. Supp. 2d 279, 285 (N.D.N.Y. 2009) (granting JMOL 

where patentee "simply stepped one rung down the [defendant's] revenue ladder 

from servers and workstations to the next most expensive processor-incorporating 

product without offering any evidence to show a connection between consumer 

demand for that product and the patented invention").  An incomplete 

apportionment that fails to correspond to the contribution of the patented 

technology is no legally valid apportionment at all. 

Plaintiff also attempts to rehabilitate Dr. Becker's methodology by arguing 

that his testimony about adjusting his royalty rate to compensate for the broad base 

was "relevant to Georgia Pacific factor 13."  (Opp'n 65.)  But the context of the 

above-cited testimony was directed to Dr. Becker's analysis of the royalty base, not 

the Georgia-Pacific factors.  (A2772:24-2773:22.)  Dr. Becker says nothing about 

Georgia-Pacific Factor 13 in his responses to this line of questioning.  In any 

event, Plaintiff cannot avoid the apportionment law of Uniloc and LaserDynamics

by arguing that Dr. Becker's analysis was relevant to Georgia-Pacific Factor 13.  

Otherwise, any patentee facing an apportionment problem would merely invoke 
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the Georgia-Pacific factors, thereby rendering the Court's controlling line of cases 

meaningless.

Plaintiff further argues that Dr. Becker's 20.9% royalty base "reflects the 

direct value that the infringing functionalities added to the pre-existing revenue 

stream," citing the district court's order regarding post-judgment royalties, which 

found that Dr. Becker's trial testimony established that "the infringing components 

of the SmartAds system added 20.9% to Google's U.S. AdWords revenue."  (Opp'n 

63.)  But even Dr. Becker never contended that the infringing components of 

SmartAds added 20.9% to Google's revenues – rather, he testified that SmartsAds 

as a whole eventually added 20.9% to Google's revenues.  (A2674:8-18.)  

Furthermore, he testified that when SmartAds was first fully operational in 2004, it 

created only a 7.8% increase in revenue.  (A2760:23-2761:10.)  The revenue 

increase attributable to SmartAds did not reach 20.9% until over two years later, in 

2006.  (A2761:11-2762:11.)  And Dr. Becker agreed that Google was making 

ongoing improvements to SmartAds during this 2004-2006 period that had nothing 

to do with the patented technology.  (A2762:12-19.)

2. Dr. Becker ignored transactions involving the Asserted Patents 
in order to arrive at an overinflated 3.5% royalty rate

Similar to his flawed analysis of the royalty base, numerous errors regarding 

Dr. Becker's analysis of the applicable royalty rate rendered his testimony 

unreliable and inadmissible.  Most importantly, Dr. Becker ignored the two real-
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world transactions involving the Asserted Patents, neither of which was remotely 

consistent with Dr. Becker's $493 million damages opinion.  As this Court has 

held, transactions involving the asserted patents are almost always relevant, if not 

the most relevant, information regarding the actual market value of the technology.  

LaserDynamics, 694 F.3d at 79-80 (noting importance of "[a]ctual licenses to the 

patents-in-suit"); ResQNet.com, Inc. v. Lansa, Inc., 594 F.3d 860, 872 (Fed. Cir. 

2010) ("most reliable license in this record" was license to the patent in suit); 

Integra LifeSciences I, Ltd. v. Merck KGaA, 331 F.3d 860, 871 (Fed. Cir. 2003) 

(damages award vacated where inconsistent with sale price of company owning the 

patent), vacated on other grounds, 545 U.S. 193.  

First, Lycos sold the asserted patents – along with six other patents – to 

Plaintiff in 2011 for $3.2 million.  (A2708:7-2710:4; A2712:1-2716:24.)  Plaintiff 

argues that Dr. Becker "considered" this sale.  (Opp'n 66.)  But Dr. Becker gave 

this transaction zero weight in his calculation of the royalty rate.  (A2647:25-

2648:18; A2688:24-2690:6.)  Plaintiff attempts to justify this by saying that the 

Lycos sale was outside the "relevant" time period of the hypothetical negotiation.  

(Opp'n 66.)  But again, this Court has held that transactions involving the asserted 

patents are almost always relevant, if not the most relevant, information regarding 

the actual market value of the technology.  LaserDynamics, 694 F.3d at 79-80; 

ResQNet.com, 594 F.3d at 872; Integra, 331 F.3d at 871.  It is therefore 
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insufficient for Dr. Becker to "consider" but ultimately place no importance on 

such transactions.  That Dr. Becker's analysis is unreliable is borne out by 

comparing this $3.2 million sale of the Asserted Patents against Dr. Becker's 

claimed infringement damages of $493 million and counting – over 150 times the 

Patents' sale price.  (A2708:7-2709:3; A2721:16-2723:13.)  This Court's recent 

decisions have rejected similar analyses that are untethered to real-world market 

valuations of the asserted technology.  LaserDynamics, 694 F.3d at 79-80; 

ResQNet.com, 594 F.3d at 869-73.9

Dr. Becker raised no timing-related concern about the second transaction 

involving the Asserted Patents – namely, the sale in October 2004 of Lycos' entire 

business (including the Patents) to Daum Communications for a total of $95 

million. Yet he did not factor the Daum sale into his royalty rate calculation either.  

(A2647:25-2648:18; A2688:24-2690:6.)  He instead asserted a running royalty 

figure for two patents that amounts to over five times the sale price of the entire 

Lycos company.  (A2721:3-15.)

Instead of properly weighing these transactions involving the Asserted 

Patents, Dr. Becker derived his royalty rate from agreements (the Overture 

                                          
9   While Plaintiff argues that the parties to the Lycos sale did not know of 

Defendants' infringement (Opp'n 66), Plaintiff and Lycos had constructive notice 
of any alleged infringement.  (A47-51.)  And Lycos, as a long-time search engine 
company (A2084:1-12), would not be expected to let search patents go for a tiny 
fraction of their worth.  
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agreements) involving different patents and different companies.  (A2707:20-

2708:2.)  But contrary to Plaintiff's argument (Opp'n 65-66), Dr. Becker did not 

consider or give weight to any of the differences between these Overture 

agreements and the hypothetical negotiation, including: (1) the parties to the 

Overture agreements were in vastly different bargaining positions than the parties 

to the hypothetical negotiation (A2742:3-2747:7); (2) the Overture patents were 

well-known in the industry, unlike the Asserted Patents (A2741:11-16; A3788:3-

23); and (3) the Overture technology was being used by their owner/licensor, while 

Lycos never used the Asserted Patents commercially.  (A2742:22-25; A2192:18-

2194:5.) 10

Plaintiff also fails to support its contention that the hypothetical negotiation 

would have resulted in a running royalty.  (Opp'n 67.)  First, Plaintiff cites 

generalized testimony describing theoretical advantages that a running royalty may 

offer under some circumstances.  (Id.)  Such generalized testimony, without any 

discernible link to the particular facts in this case, does not come close to 

                                          
10   While Plaintiff argues that Google's licensing of the technology in the 

Overture agreements supports Dr. Becker's exclusive reliance on those agreements 
(Opp'n 65), Google's license was not in evidence and Dr. Becker did not rely on it.  
(A2695:15-17.) In fact, Google obtained its license through a lump-sum payment 
that was part of a larger settlement.  Google's SEC filings valued the license at 
$28.5 million.  (A9317-18.)  Thus, if anything, this license shows how Dr. Becker's 
opinion of a running royalty that would result in damages of $493.1 million is 
wildly off-base.
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substantial evidence.  Uniloc, 632 F.3d at 1315.  Second, Plaintiff cites testimony 

that Google lacked a formal licensing policy.  (Opp'n 67.)  But formal licensing 

policy or not, Dr. Becker admitted that Google had a preference for lump sum 

royalties over running royalties.  (A2739:11-13.)  Third, Plaintiff cites testimony 

that Lycos had a slight preference for a running royalty in 2007.  (Opp'n 67.)  But 

Plaintiff ignores additional testimony showing that, prior to that date, Lycos had no 

such preference.  (A3604:24-A3605:19.)  Therefore, none of this evidence supports 

a running royalty.  And without substantial evidence to support the jury's running-

royalty verdict, judgment as a matter of law is warranted.

DEFENDANTS' CROSS-APPEAL OPPOSITION BRIEF

Introduction

The district court's laches ruling was thoroughly justified both substantively 

and procedurally.  Plaintiff argues that the district court erred in holding that a 

public Google AdWords Post in July 2005 gave Plaintiff's predecessor-in-interest 

(Lycos) constructive knowledge of the alleged infringement, but the AdWords Post 

presaged almost word-for-word the infringement allegations that Plaintiff pled in 

its Complaint and repeated at trial.  And Plaintiff's argument that the AdWords 

Post was not prominent enough for constructive knowledge fails on its face. The 

AdWords Post was posted on the official online blog for Google's online AdWords 

system, and Lycos was both a customer and a competitor of that same online 
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system.  The AdWords Post was the ideal document to give Lycos constructive

knowledge of its infringement claims.  

Plaintiff's procedural argument that it was denied the chance to introduce 

rebuttal evidence to burst the laches presumption is disingenuous.  Before the 

laches ruling, Plaintiff told the district court that it would not offer any rebuttal 

evidence on laches, only changing its tune and belatedly attempting to introduce 

rebuttal evidence after the laches ruling issued.  In any event, the district court did

consider Plaintiff's untimely rebuttal evidence in its written laches order, and there 

are ample grounds to affirm the laches ruling even if Plaintiff's untimely rebuttal 

evidence were somehow deemed sufficient to burst the laches presumption.

Statement of Facts

I. LACHES WAS HEAVILY LITIGATED THROUGHOUT THIS CASE

Defendants pleaded laches and then moved for summary judgment of laches

at the close of discovery.  (A675-77.)  The district court denied Defendants' motion

(A1848), explaining later that it was not comfortable granting judgment of laches 

at the summary judgment stage because it wanted to ensure that its laches ruling 

would be based on a full record.  (A3662:13-17.)   

II. THE DISTRICT COURT NEVER DEFERRED LACHES TO A POST-
VERDICT STAGE, AND THE PARTIES UNDERSTOOD THAT 
LACHES WOULD BE ADJUDICATED DURING THE MAIN TRIAL

As Plaintiff does not dispute, the district court never said it would defer 

laches to any special post-verdict phase of the case.  (Opp'n 20.)  Accordingly, both 
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parties presented laches evidence during the regular course of trial.  For example, 

Plaintiff elicited testimony from named inventor and former Lycos employee Don 

Kosak during its case-in-chief about how Lycos was sold in 2000 and 2004.  

(A2179:22-2182:14.)  When asked what relevance this testimony had, Plaintiff 

replied that it was relevant to laches.  (A2184:20-25.)  For their part, Defendants 

introduced a July 2005 Google AdWords Post (PX-176) during their direct 

examination of Google employee Jonathan Alferness.  (A2902:17-2903:9; A5127.)  

This post was the primary document that the district court relied on to show 

constructive knowledge of the alleged infringement for purposes of laches.  (A48-

50.)  And well before the court ultimately made its laches ruling, Plaintiff 

expressly recognized that Defendants had introduced PX-176 to prove laches.

(A3631:13-17.) 

At the close of Defendants' case, on the afternoon of October 30, Plaintiff 

made an oral Rule 50(a) motion against the laches defense.  (A3626:12-15; 

A3630:22-3632:14.) At no point in this motion did Plaintiff state that it wished to 

proffer any rebuttal evidence on laches.  This was unsurprising, as Plaintiff had 

told the court near the end of Defendants' case that Plaintiff's only rebuttal witness

would be its validity expert.  (A3228:22-24.)  Defendants had long-since 

introduced the PX-176 laches document by this point, yet Plaintiff still stated that 

its validity expert would be its only rebuttal witness on any issue.  As the district 
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court later admonished Plaintiff: "you indicated, and the record will reflect, that 

you had one rebuttal witness that you were calling, and that was Dr. Carbonell on 

the question of validity."  (A3722:22-25.)

In response to Plaintiff's oral laches motion on October 30, Defendants 

argued that laches should apply.  (A3640:21-3644:17.)  Defendants also submitted

a proffer of written evidence supporting their laches position.  (A3623:21-3624:2; 

A9138.)  The court accepted Defendants' submission and gave clear notice that it 

would rule the next morning:  "The Court wants an opportunity to address these 

motions, plus the Court wants an opportunity to read your submission on laches.  

So you'll have to get my decision on all these things tomorrow morning."  

(A3640:14-18.)  Defendants filed their written laches motion that night, formally 

requesting judgment of laches under Rule 52(c).  (A9204; see also A3662:5-8 

(Plaintiff acknowledging Defendants' laches motion on the record).)

III. PLAINTIFF'S BELATED ATTEMPT TO INTRODUCE EVIDENCE
AFTER THE COURT'S LACHES RULING

When court re-convened the morning of October 31, Plaintiff entered into 

the record one exhibit and several video depositions, none of which related to 

laches.  (A3654:2-21.)  Plaintiff did not seek to proffer any laches evidence at that 

time, even though Plaintiff's Rule 50(a) laches motion and Defendants' Rule 52(c) 

laches motion were both pending by that time and the court had clearly indicated 

the day before that it would rule that morning. 
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After Plaintiff finished entering its evidence into the record, the court ruled 

from the bench that Plaintiff's pre-suit damages were barred by laches.  The court 

provided a detailed explanation on the record.  (A3655:14-3660:23.)  

Immediately following the court's ruling, Plaintiff's counsel disputed that 

ruling on several grounds.  Plaintiff argued that Defendants had unclean hands 

(A3663:5-13), that Google kept the details of its products secret (A3664:20-

3665:6), and that Lycos was engaged in other litigation during the delay period.  

(A3665:15-3666:2.)  Plaintiff did not say that it wished to introduce any rebuttal 

evidence on laches, or that the court's ruling prevented it from doing so.

It was not until hours later, that afternoon, that Plaintiff first expressed a

desire to call a rebuttal witness on laches.  Specifically, Plaintiff proposed calling 

Mark Blais, Lycos' Rule 30(b)(6) deponent in this case.  (A3722:2-10.)  Plaintiff 

had expressed no intent to call Mr. Blais as a rebuttal witness before receiving the 

adverse laches ruling, and Plaintiff had not even brought Mr. Blais to Norfolk for 

testimony.  (A3722:6-10.)  In fact, Plaintiff successfully excluded most of Mr. 

Blais' deposition testimony from being played at trial, arguing that he lacked 

personal knowledge.  (A9288.)

Then, later that same afternoon, Plaintiff stated for the first time that it 

wished to proffer written evidence on laches – namely, a declaration from Mr. 

Blais.   (A3800:15-20.)  In response to questioning by the court, Plaintiff admitted 
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that it created this declaration only after receiving the court's adverse laches ruling.  

(A3801:9-17.)  The court also recognized at first glance that the proffered Blais 

declaration was "a[t] odds" with Mr. Blais' deposition testimony. (A3801:18-20.)  

For example, the Blais declaration states that "[t]o the best of my knowledge, and 

as I testified to during my deposition on July 31, 2012, Lycos was not using 

AdSense for Search or Google's Sponsored Listings in 2005."  (A9395.)  In 

deposition, however, Mr. Blais had testified that Lycos was using Google's 

Sponsored Listings and AdSense for Search products in 2005.  (A9255:24-

A9256:5; A4205-07.) 

On November 20, 2012, the Court issued a written order memorializing and 

elaborating on its laches decision.  (A41-56.)  This order considered all the record 

evidence related to laches, including an express consideration of the untimely 

rebuttal evidence that Plaintiff created and proffered after the Court's oral laches 

ruling had issued.  (A42; A51.)

Summary of Argument

I.  Substantively, Plaintiff argues that the district court's laches ruling 

erroneously found that a July 2005 Google AdWords Post provided Plaintiff's 

predecessor-in-interest (Lycos) with constructive knowledge of the alleged 

infringement.  But the AdWords Post presaged almost word-for-word Plaintiff's 

infringement allegations, and thus Lycos could have used the AdWords Post to file 
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essentially the same Complaint in July 2005 that Plaintiff ultimately filed in 

September 2011.   The AdWords Post was also a very prominent document, given 

that it was posted on the official online blog for Google's online AdWords system.  

Furthermore, Lycos was the ideal party to be charged with constructive knowledge 

of the AdWords Post, since Lycos was both a Google online advertising customer 

(the audience to whom the AdWords Post was directed) and also Google's 

competitor in the online search advertising field.

II. Procedurally, Plaintiff argues that it was denied the chance to introduce 

rebuttal evidence to burst the laches presumption.  But before the laches ruling 

issued, Plaintiff unequivocally told the district court that it would not offer any 

rebuttal evidence on laches.  Only after the laches ruling issued did Plaintiff 

change its tune and belatedly attempt to introduce rebuttal evidence.  In any event, 

Plaintiff's procedural argument ignores the fact that the district court did consider 

Plaintiff's untimely rebuttal evidence in its written laches order.  Furthermore, even 

if Plaintiff's untimely rebuttal evidence were somehow deemed sufficient to burst 

the laches presumption, there are ample grounds to affirm the overall laches ruling

because Defendants affirmatively showed the laches elements of unreasonable 

delay and prejudice.

III.  Plaintiff's request for an atomized new damages trial, in which a second 

jury would apply the first jury's royalty rate to a new royalty base, should be 
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rejected.  First, Plaintiff should not be allowed a second chance to introduce a post-

Complaint royalty base where it recklessly failed to do so before.  Furthermore, 

Plaintiff's proposal that the damages issue be split piecemeal between two juries is 

unsupported by authority and would violate the Seventh Amendment.  

Argument

I. THE DISTRICT COURT'S LACHES RULING SHOULD BE 
AFFIRMED

A. The District Court Properly Charged Plaintiff With Constructive 
Knowledge of the Alleged Infringement

1. The July 2005 AdWords Post Provided Constructive 
Knowledge of the Alleged Infringement

The district court correctly held that the July 2005 AdWords Post (PX-176, 

A5127) put Plaintiff on constructive knowledge of the alleged infringement for 

purposes of laches.  This is because the AdWords Post presaged almost word-for-

word the infringement allegations and evidence in Plaintiff's September 2011 

Complaint.  

The infringement allegations in Plaintiff's Complaint are set forth in two 

short paragraphs.  First, Paragraph 37 states that the accused systems infringe

because they "present[] search and search advertising results based on a combination 

of: (i) an item's content relevance to a search query; and (ii) click-through-rates from 

prior users relative to that item."  (A255 ¶ 37.)  Next, Paragraph 43 explains that

Google adopted the patented technology "with its use of 'Quality Score.'"  (A256 ¶ 
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43.)  It states that Quality Score "is a combination of an advertisement's content 

relevance to a search query (e.g., the relevance of the keyword and the matched 

advertisement to the search query), and click-through-rates from prior users 

relative to that advertisement (e.g., the historical click-through-rate of the keyword 

and matched advertisement)."  (Id.)  To support this proposition, the Complaint 

cited a single page from Google's AdWords Help site, which recited those 

components of Quality Score and further stated that "Ad Rank = CPC Bid x 

Quality Score."  (Id.)

The July 2005 AdWords Post (A5127) gives virtually the same description 

of Quality Score and ad rank given in the Complaint. Just like the AdWords Help 

page cited in Plaintiff's Complaint, the AdWords Post states that ads are ranked on 

maximum CPC and Quality Score.  (Id.)  The AdWords Post goes on to explain, 

just like ¶¶ 37 and 43 of the Complaint, that "[t]he Quality Score is simply a new 

name for the predicted CTR, which is determined based on the CTR of your 

keyword, the relevance of your ad text, the historical keyword performance, and 

other relevancy factors."  (Id.)

Because the AdWords post presages the infringement allegations in 

Plaintiff's Complaint, it provided Plaintiff with constructive knowledge of the 

alleged infringement.  As this Court has held, constructive knowledge is satisfied

by "'pervasive, open, and notorious activities' that a reasonable patentee would 
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suspect were infringing."  Wanlass v. Gen. Elec. Co., 148 F.3d 1334, 1338 (Fed. 

Cir. 1998).  "For example, sales, marketing, publication, or public use of a product 

similar to or embodying technology similar to the patented invention, or published 

descriptions of the defendant's potentially infringing activities, give rise to a duty 

to investigate whether there is infringement."  Id. Because the AdWords Post 

presages the Complaint's infringement allegations, it qualifies as a "published 

description[] of the defendant's potentially infringing activities," as well as a 

"publication . . . of a product similar to or embodying technology similar to the 

patented invention" under Wanlass.  Ergo, it provided Plaintiff with constructive 

knowledge of the alleged infringement.  Certainly, Plaintiff cannot show clear error 

or an abuse of discretion in the district court's finding that the AdWords Post was 

sufficient for constructive knowledge.  See A.C. Aukerman Co. v. R.L. Chaides 

Const. Co., 960 F.2d 1020, 1039 (Fed. Cir. 1992) (en banc).  

2. Plaintiff's Attempts to Deny Constructive Knowledge Are 
Unpersuasive

Plaintiff's arguments to the contrary are unpersuasive.  Plaintiff first argues 

that Lycos (which owned the Asserted Patents until 2011) would not have had any 

reason to know of the AdWords Post's existence.  (Opp'n 71.)  But it would be hard 

to envision a party with better reason to know of the AdWords Post than Lycos.  

First, the AdWords Post is explicitly directed towards Google's online advertising 

customers, and Lycos was an online advertising customer of Google in 2005.  
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(A9255:24-9256:5; A4205:24-4207:4.)  Second, Lycos also had its own search 

advertising system in 2005.  (A4213:4-14.)  Thus, not only was Lycos Google's 

customer, but it was also Google's competitor in the online search advertising field.  

This means that Lycos had every reason to stay abreast of Google's published 

activities in this field, and should be charged with constructive knowledge of the 

same.  See Wanlass, 148 F.3d at 1339 ("[A] reasonable patentee, motivated by his 

interest in recovering for and preventing infringement, keeps abreast of the 

activities of those in his field of endeavor.").  

The AdWords Post was not some obscure third-party posting about Google's 

system.  It was published on "Inside AdWords: Google's official blog for news, 

information, and tips on AdWords."  (A5127 (emphasis added).)  In other words, 

the AdWords Post was an announcement about an online product, posted on that 

product's official online blog, and directed towards an online audience, which 

indisputably included Lycos, a search engine company that was also one of 

Google's online advertising customers.  

Plaintiff nonetheless cites dictionary definitions of "pervasive" and 

"notorious" to say that the AdWords Post does not qualify as a "pervasive, open, 

and notorious activit[y]" under Wanlass. (Opp'n 71-72.)  This semantic exercise is 

unavailing, because Wanlass explicitly cites "published descriptions of the 

allegedly infringing technology" and "publication . . . of a product similar to [] the 
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patented invention" as examples of activities that are considered pervasive, open, 

and notorious.  Wanlass, 148 F.3d at 1338.  Thus, the AdWords Post was 

"pervasive, open, and notorious" under this Court's jurisprudence, Plaintiff's 

dictionary arguments notwithstanding.  

Plaintiff cites Hall v. Aqua Queen Mfg., 93 F.3d 1548 (Fed. Cir. 1996) 

repeatedly (Opp'n 71-72), but Hall strongly supports Defendants' laches position 

rather than Plaintiff's.  In Hall, this Court found constructive notice (and affirmed a 

laches finding) where defendants "advertised heavily in trade magazines."  Hall, 93 

F.3d at 1553.11  Here, the AdWords Post is essentially a digital analogue to the 

print advertisements that provided constructive notice in Hall. If anything, the 

online nature of the AdWords Post – continuously available to anyone and 

everyone on the Internet – renders that Post far more conspicuous and accessible

than the undisclosed number of print advertisements in Hall.  Thus, as in Hall, the 

AdWords Post was sufficient for constructive notice.

Plaintiff next argues that "the blog post by itself disclosed no details to 

enable determining whether AdWords satisfies all of the claim limitations of the 

                                          
11   Technically, Hall found that defendant Atlanta Vinyl "advertised heavily 

in trade magazines" and that the cases against seven other defendants "each 
involved[ed] comparably conclusive evidence."  Hall, 93 F.3d at 1553.  The only 
defendant for whom Hall did not affirm summary judgment of laches was a 
defendant for whom there was no cited evidence of such magazine advertisements.  
See id. at 1555-56.  
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Patents-in-Suit" and "[even] if the contents of the blog post had somehow created a 

duty of inquiry, . . . [n]o evidence exists of additional information that would have 

been available upon inquiry."  (Opp'n 72-73.)  But Plaintiff's own conduct shows

that it did not need additional information in order to bring suit.  The AdWords 

Post includes the same statements about ad rank, Quality Score, and the 

components of Quality Score that Plaintiff used to allege infringement in its 

Complaint. 

Indeed, the AdWords Post is on all fours with the public AdWords Help 

page that constituted the lone Google document cited in Plaintiff's Complaint.  This 

is apparent not just from the Complaint itself, but also from how Plaintiff used the

AdWords Help page at trial.  Plaintiff introduced the AdWords Help page as PX-

232.   Its expert then opined that PX-232 shows infringement because it shows that 

Quality Score is composed of "the click-through rate, which is green, and the 

relevance of the keyword and the matched ad to the search query, which is content, 

which is blue."  (A2449:4-14; A9347.)  Yet the 2005 AdWords Post describes 

Quality Score in almost exactly those same terms, stating: "The Quality Score is 

simply a new name for the predicted CTR, which is determined based on the CTR

[click-through rate] of your keyword, the relevance of your ad text, the historical 

keyword performance, and other relevancy factors."  (A5127.)  Thus, Lycos could 
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have used the AdWords Post alone to file essentially the same Complaint in 2005 

as Plaintiff ultimately filed in 2011. 

The same pattern holds for PX-338, the public marketing document that 

Plaintiff cited again and again at trial.  As detailed in Defendants' Opening Brief 

(Opening Br. 26), Plaintiff's expert put blue "content" boxes around PX-338 

passages talking about Quality Score's use of "keyword/ad relevance" and 

"keyword/search relevance."  He put green "collaborative" boxes around PX-338

passages talking about Quality Score's use of "your keyword's past click-through 

rate."  And he alleged that Quality Score's use of this content relevance data and 

click-through data showed the requisite content-feedback combination for 

infringement. Again, the 2005 AdWords Post describes Quality Score in the same 

essential terms as these PX-338 passages that Plaintiff relied on.  

To be clear, the point is not whether the AdWords Post, the AdWords Help 

page, PX-338, or any other high-level marketing materials actually show

infringement.  Rather, the point is that the disclosures in these public marketing 

materials formed the basis of Plaintiff's infringement allegations.  Therefore,

Plaintiff could have brought its infringement allegations (i.e., filed suit) long 

before it ultimately did so in September 2011.

For this reason, Plaintiff's reliance on Ultimax Cement Mfg. Corp. v. CTS 

Cement Mfg. Corp., 587 F.3d 1339 (Fed. Cir. 2009), is misplaced.  (Opp'n 73.)  In 
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Ultimax, this Court reversed summary judgment of laches on one patent where the 

plaintiff could not have developed its infringement theory without access to 

defendant's internal procedures – access that it only achieved during the discovery 

phase of a lawsuit over a different patent.  Ultimax, 587 F.3d at 1349-50.  By 

contrast, Plaintiff here could and did bring suit based on Google's public 

disclosures about ad rank, Quality Score, and the components of Quality Score.  

The AdWords Post showed that these public disclosures began at least as early as 

July 2005, more than six years before this lawsuit was filed.  

Plaintiff may argue that its infringement case at trial also cited some non-

public documents produced during discovery.  But by definition, these non-public 

documents were no more available when suit was filed in 2011 than they were

during the entire pre-suit period.  Thus, Plaintiff did not rely on these non-public 

documents in choosing to bring suit.  Rather, Plaintiff necessarily relied on public

information to bring suit – namely, public information about Google's ad rank, 

Quality Score, and the components of Quality Score.  Plaintiff does not allege that 

this public information changed throughout the pre-suit period: to the contrary, it 

stated during closing argument that its infringement case was based on "[y]ear after 

year of the same public statements by Google as to how the system works."  

(A3854:13-14.) The July 2005 AdWords Post was one such public statement, and 

Plaintiff's predecessor-in-interest (Lycos) had constructive knowledge of this 
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statement.  Thus, Lycos could have filed suit in July 2005.  Yet Lycos, and then 

Plaintiff, waited over six years before this suit was filed in September 2011.  

Therefore, a presumption of laches applies.

B. Plaintiff Failed to Rebut the Laches Presumption

As the district court found in both its oral and written laches rulings, 

Plaintiff did nothing to rebut the laches presumption.  (A51-53; A3660:3-23.)  

Plaintiff fails to show that this conclusion was an abuse of discretion or otherwise 

erroneous.

Plaintiff first argues that it was unfairly denied the opportunity to burst the 

laches presumption through rebuttal evidence.  (Opp'n 77.)  But as recounted in the 

Statement of Facts, and as the district court specifically found (A3791:24-

3792:10), this argument is disingenuous.  Even after Defendants had introduced the

AdWords Post in their case-in-chief, Plaintiff expressly told the district court that it 

would not call any rebuttal witnesses other than its validity expert.  (A3228:22-24.)  

When Defendants made their proffer of written laches evidence on October 30, 

Plaintiff made no competing proffer. Even immediately after the court's oral 

laches ruling on October 31, Plaintiff never said anything about wishing to proffer 

rebuttal laches evidence or being precluded from doing so.  (A3663:5-A3666:2.)  It 

was not until hours later that Plaintiff first requested the opportunity to put in 

rebuttal laches evidence.  And what was the evidence that Plaintiff belatedly
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sought to introduce?  Live testimony from Mr. Blais (whom Plaintiff had not even 

brought to Norfolk) and a declaration from Mr. Blais (which Plaintiff did not even 

create until after the laches ruling issued).  (A3722:2-10; A3800:15-3801:17.)

Thus, as the district court properly noted, Plaintiff's argument that it was precluded 

the opportunity to put in rebuttal laches evidence is "disingenuous" and a "Johnny 

come lately" argument.  (A3791:24-3792:10.)

But in any event, Plaintiff's preclusion argument ignores the fact that the 

district court did address Plaintiff's untimely rebuttal laches proffer in its written 

laches order – it just found this proffer to be lacking on the merits.  (A42; A51.)  

Thus, even if the district court had erroneously precluded Plaintiff from 

introducing rebuttal laches evidence at the time of the oral laches ruling, this would 

have been rendered harmless error because the district court did consider Plaintiff's 

untimely rebuttal evidence in its written ruling.

Plaintiff also argues that the existing trial record was sufficient to burst the 

laches presumption with respect to evidentiary prejudice because "I/P Engine made 

both inventors available for deposition and at trial" and "Lycos and the inventors 

also produced all of the relevant documents in their possession."  (Opp'n 79-80.)  

But to burst the laches presumption, Plaintiff needed to "com[e] forward with [] 

affirmative evidence of a lack of prejudice."  Hall, 93 F.3d at 1554.  Plaintiff does 

not point to any such affirmative evidence – e.g., inventor testimony stating that 
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their memories are just as fresh and their documents just as voluminous as they 

would have been without the 6-plus year delay.  It is this failure to produce 

"affirmative evidence of a lack of prejudice" that dooms Plaintiff's attempt to burst 

the laches presumption.

Due to the presumption, "defendants could have remained utterly mute on 

the issue of prejudice and nonetheless prevailed."  Id. Nonetheless, Defendants'

laches proffer also affirmatively showed significant evidentiary prejudice.  For 

example, named inventors Ken Lang and Don Kosak both testified that they no 

longer possess most or all of their inventor notebooks and other documents from 

their time at Lycos.  (A9162:21-A9165:17; A9192:22-A9193:4; A9194:11-18.)  

Loss of inventor documents establishes evidentiary prejudice.  See Potter Instr. 

Co., Inc. v. Storage Tech. Corp., No. 79-579, 1980 WL 30330, at *7 (E.D. Va. 

Mar. 25, 1980).

Important individual and corporate memories were also lost due to the delay.  

For example, Mr. Lang could not remember whether he did a prior art search 

before filing his patent applications (A9166:22-A9167:7; A9173:21-25), thus

frustrating Defendants' ability to determine whether he may have located 

invalidating prior art or prior art that would support an inequitable conduct charge.  

Aukerman, 960 F.2d at 1035 (noting that "testimonial evidence is frequently 

critical to invalidity defenses and almost always so respecting unenforceability").  
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Mr. Kosak likewise could not remember what involvement he had with patent 

prosecution (A9203:2-15), thus frustrating Defendants' ability to determine 

whether his prosecution behavior could leave him open to an inequitable conduct 

charge.  Indeed, the depositions of the two inventors were replete with "I don't 

recalls" and "I don't remembers" on a wide range of topics.  (A9150-52; A9153:1-

15; A9154:2-10; A9168:10-19; A9169:12-A9170:7; A9183:7-15; A9185:4-14;

A9195:25-A9196:13; A9198:9-20.)         

The deposition of Mr. Blais also showed that Lycos' institutional memory 

had faded regarding important damages-related issues.  For example, Mr. Blais 

could not say whether Lycos' parent companies evaluated Lycos' intellectual 

property (including the Asserted Patents) when they acquired Lycos in 2000 and 

2004 – thus frustrating Defendants' ability to determine what value these parties

may have ascribed to the Asserted Patents.  (A4203:10-4204:21.)  Nor could he

recall Lycos' corporate policies regarding patent enforcement and licensing around 

the time of the hypothetical negotiation with Google – an important fact in 

determining how Lycos would have acted in the hypothetical negotiation.  

(A4223:14-A4225:20.)

Because Defendants produced copious evidence of evidentiary prejudice, 

this Court should affirm the laches ruling even if it were to find that Plaintiff 

somehow rebutted the laches presumption.  Aukerman, 960 F.2d at 1038 (bursting 
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of laches presumption does not preclude the laches defense, but merely requires 

that the defendant show unreasonable delay and prejudice).  The district court was 

well within its rights to conclude that the 6-plus year delay was unreasonable, and 

Defendants showed significant evidentiary prejudice.  Thus, the overall laches 

ruling should be affirmed regardless of whether the presumption was formally 

burst.  Orion Tech., Inc. v. United States, 704 F.3d 1344, 1350 (Fed. Cir. 2013) 

("An appellate court can affirm a decision of the trial court upon any ground 

supported by the record.").  

This also defeats Plaintiff's final argument: namely, that the district court 

misapplied the laches presumption by requiring Plaintiff to prove lack of prejudice 

by a preponderance of the evidence.  (Opp'n 78.)  While a single sentence from the 

introductory section of the district court's written laches order does include the 

phrase "preponderance of the evidence" in relation to the laches presumption

(A45), that single erroneous phrase regarding the presumption is at most harmless 

error.  First, as noted above, there are ample grounds to affirm the laches ruling 

even if the presumption did not apply at all.  And second, the district court's actual 

application of the laches presumption to the facts of this case was completely 

correct, notwithstanding the single erroneous phrase in the introduction.  

Specifically, for the prejudice prong of the presumption, the court found that 

Plaintiff "has failed to provide any evidence (expert or otherwise) to support its 
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contention that the memories of Mr. Lang, Mr. Kosak, or Lycos (institutionally) 

would be unimproved by being questioned earlier in relation to this suit."  (A53

(emphasis added).)  Thus, Plaintiff failed to raise a genuine issue of material fact 

on prejudice, which Plaintiff was required to do in order to burst the presumption.  

Aukerman, 960 F.2d at 1038.

II. PLAINTIFF'S REQUEST FOR A NEW DAMAGES TRIAL SHOULD
BE REJECTED

Plaintiff's Cross-Appeal for a new damages trial requires little additional 

discussion.  Defendants agree with Plaintiff that the jury's $30 million damages 

award "is not supported by the evidence."  (Opp'n 81.)  But that is because Plaintiff 

did not introduce any evidence of post-Complaint damages, based on its reckless 

failure to consider the possibility that it might lose rather than win the laches issue.  

As discussed above, the proper remedy for this recklessness is not to give Plaintiff 

a new chance to fix its mistake.  A damages do-over is also inappropriate given 

that Plaintiff chose to present a damages theory that was in direct conflict with this 

Court's jurisprudence. Instead, the proper remedy is a JMOL against Plaintiff's 

damages case.

But if the Court does grant a new trial, then the new trial should be on all 

issues, as discussed in Defendants' Opening Brief.  (Opening Br. 64.) Plaintiff's 

request for an atomized new damages trial, in which the new jury just applies the 

first jury's royalty rate to a new royalty base, would violate the Seventh 
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Amendment.  This is because the Seventh Amendment forbids "having two juries 

decide the same essential issues."  In re Innotron Diagnostics, 800 F.3d 1077, 

1086 (Fed. Cir. 1986).  Yet Plaintiff proposes that the same "essential issue" of 

damages be split between the first jury (which decided the form of damages and 

the royalty rate) and a new jury (which would apply that rate to a royalty base).  

Plaintiff provides no authority for the proposition that damages can be split

piecemeal between two juries in this manner.  Rather, doing so would violate the 

Seventh Amendment.  
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